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NETWORK

Your network is your net worth.
Networks can be incredibly powerful. Imagine having hundreds of people in your corner.

We believe that networks and communities will be THE most important asset heading into the
future. The KNG Golf Network (KGN) is a grassroots "business and golf" network, beginning
in the Canadian prairies and eventually expanding across the globe.

The 88 SATS golf + bitcoin project was launched in January 2023 and officially sold out of all
88 shares in April 2023. This community will be the starting point of the KNG Golf Network.

Members of the KNG Golf Network will enjoy the same benefits and will have a chance to
purchase one of the 88 shares in the future. This membership will provide opportunity for some
complimentary golf, exclusive offers, earning income on the side, access to exclusive events
and meet-ups, and even a chance to start your own KGN chapter in your local area.

Let's talk about what's involved...



MEMBERS

Day 1
As a KGN member, you will have immediate access to the following:

EXCLUSIVE OFFERS

As a member, you will have exclusive access to our monthly deals and giveaways! These will
vary each month; including a few rounds of golf, discounts at local businesses, and much more! 
In 2023, members will have access to some complimentary golf at golf courses across
Manitoba. We have already signed on with THREE premier courses for the 2023 season!

EXCLUSIVE GOLF EVENTS

We will be hosting several exclusive golf events each summer including the 2024 KNG Golf
Invitational. Members will be notified and invited to all events and local golf meet-ups. 

We also have a TOUR 88 starting in May 2023 for KGN members! It will be a virtual tour - that's
played in real life. You can play any course and enter into the weekly SATS skins. The lowest net
score of the week gets the pot! Much more coming on this after we iron out the kinks. 

EXCLUSIVE CONTENT

Members will get free access to the 88 SATS Radio patreon account which will have a ton of
educational videos on using bitcoin. This knowledge will be important for anyone wanting to be
a KNG Golf affiliate. 
This will also grant you access to a live monthly session which will include some Q&A!

OPPORTUNITY TO EARN

As a KGN member, you will have the opportunity to earn SATS (bitcoin)!

Members will be paid out in SATS for contributing to the network. This can be done by sharing
KNG Golf content, sending in your golf videos with us to be posted across our platforms, sharing
your unique discount code with friends and family, and much more! 
This is where the bitcoin knowledge will come into play as a KNG affiliate. 

ACCESS TO THE NETWORK 

Members will get access to our private discord chat. You can use this to find golf partners on a
random Friday afternoon, promote your business, buy and sell within the KGN marketplace,
exchange ideas and services, and have a chance to win some SATS in our golf pools!



KINGS

Day 365
After one year of being a KGN member, you become a top tier member, also known
as a KING, and will gain access to the following:

88 SATS DIRECTORY

All KINGS will get their own page on the 88 SATS website directory. This will be an opportunity
to share info about your business, offers to the community, and anything else you'd like to add.

This directory will also act as a space where you can find like-minded individuals who can help
you out with almost anything you are looking for!

ELIGIBILITY TO PURCHASE A SHARE IN 88 SATS

There will come a time when someone wants to sell their share in the 88 SATS fund. In order to
be eligible for a chance to purchase the share, you must be a member for at least one year.
This will reward our members for being here early and prohibit someone from coming in at the
last minute and buying up the share. 
The 88 SATS shares will be auctioned off and only the KINGS will be eligible to bid.

REFERRAL BONUSES

As a KING, you will also be eligible to earn a referral bonus for every new member you bring
into the KGN. The referral bonus will be 20% of their membership fee and will be paid out in
perpetuity for as long as that member remains in the network!

KNG BOOST

As a KING, you will also have the chance to start your own KGN chapter in your local area. We
will provide the "boost" and some guidance to help get you started. This will be helpful in
bringing on new members from your area. More info will be available for this in 2024!

AND MUCH MORE

Preferred pricing with our strategic partners, exclusive international golf trips, discount on all
KNG Golf products, and exclusive KNG Golf drops for members only!
*Keep in mind, this is the ground level. We will have many more benefits coming down the road
as this thing evolves.



MEMBERSHIP

For 2023, we are only accepting new members until July 1, 2023. We will begin taking on
new members again in 2024. 

Any members who sign up in 2023 will also have their annual fees locked in at $117 for the
next three years! We anticipate that these membership fees will increase every year based
on demand and increased benefits, but you will not be affected by any increases.

8% of every KGN membership will go towards helping local youth get into golf. We will be
hosting youth golf clinics in the future - featuring our own members as instructors.

You will become a "KING" exactly 365 days after your membership is paid.

Each new KING will receive a "roman numeral" to coincide with their initials. For example, if
Ben Bedard was the first to become a KING in 2024, he would be BBI. If his wife Bethany
Bedard was the third to become a KING, she would be BBIII. These numerals may or may not
carry meaning into the future - too soon to say.

KINGS will also have an option to purchase a lifetime membership to the 88 SATS golf
course by placing a deposit in bitcoin. This will be separate from the membership fees.

Be different. Be a KNG.
MEMBERSHIP COST

For a one-year membership, starting in 2023, the cost is $117 plus GST.

A couple additional things to note:

HOW TO BECOME A MEMBER

If any of this has brought you some excitement and you'd like to become a member...
you can send an email to 88sats@proton.me with "KGN Membership" in the subject line.

Once received, we will send you a membership form and an invoice for the annual membership!

Your membership will begin on the date you paid and will expire July 1st of every year.

Growing the game. Growing the network. Growing together.


